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ABSTRACT
This report outlines a procedural method for creating a VAPEPS
Database. The method of presentation emplogs flowcharts of
sequential VAPEPS Commands used to create a VAPEPS Database. The
commands are accompanied bg explanatorg text to the right of the
command in order to minimize the need for repetitive re?erence to
the VAPEPS user's manual. The method is demonstrated bg examples
o_ varying complexitg. It is assumed that the reader has acquired
a basic knowledge o_ the VAPEPS software program.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This report is intended to be a re_erence _or
basic knowledge o@ the VAPEPS so?tware.
users with some
The VAPEPS (VibroAcoustic Pagload Environment Prediction Sgstem)
is a computer program that is used to analgze, predict, and
manage vibration and acoustic data obtained _rom Space Shuttle
and Expendable Launch Vehicle pagload components. Additionall4,
VAPEPS provides a _ull range o_ so?tware routines that can be
used to manipulate and perform computational operations on the
data.
VAPEPS so?tware commands can be grouped into three _unctional
categories: Computational operations, Database operations, and
Prediction operations. This report is devoted exclusivelv to a
discussion oe the commands and routines associated with VAPEPS
Database operations_ speci_icallg, the process o? creating a
local database. A local database is created bg, and serves the
needs o?, individual organizations. It mag contain vibroacoustic
data, structural data, Statistical Energg Analysis (SEA) model
data, and related information for specific pagload components. A
general overview o? database management, excerpted From Re?. 1, is
provided in Appendix B.
The local database vibroacoustic and SEA model data _or speci@ic
pagload components mag, with the approval o@ the JPL VAPEPS
Management Center, be deposited in the JPL VAPEPS global
Database. The requirements are specified in Appendix E. The
VAPEPS Qlobal Database provides a data re?erence source that mag
be accessed bg the Aerospace communitg to obtain data ?or
predicting environments @or new or similar pagload components. A
data module naming convention to promote such accessibilitg,
excerpted @tom Re@. 1, is provided in Appendix C.
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2. THE DATABASE PROCESSORS
Four VAPEPS processors are utilized to create a Database. Each
processor consists of a series of commands with options specified
bg parameters. In sequence of application, they are: the ENTER
processor, the PREP processor, the DICTIONARY processor, and the
ADMINISTRATION processor.
2.1 THE ENTER PROCESSOR
The ENTER processor is used to read vibroacoustic test event
information into a database. The follouing Event information can
be entered into the database: Event Description, Channel
Description, Frequency Analgsis Information, and Acoustic and/or
Vibration Spectral Data. The ENTER processor features include: a
channel name change capability, acceptance of data processed in
non-standard _requency bands, and data input by sections. This
latter _eature allous one to supplement incomplete data at a
later stage in the process. It also permits the categorization of
data to sensors that is accelerometer data, microphone data, etc.
Houever, the ENTER processor can only read spectral data in a
fixed-field FORTRAN format and each line of input must contain a
channel identification, a sequence number, and data. The Event
information, input thru the ENTER processor, is stored on a DAL
file designated bg the user. Once stored, the data may be
operated on by various VAPEPS commands. The Event data must be
processed by the ENTER processor prior to using the PREP
processor.
2.2 THE PREP PROCESSOR
The PREP processor is used to define a database Event and
standardize the raw data input from the ENTER processor. PREP is
divided into sections which are accessed by issuing subcommands
uithin PREP. The following subcommands allou the user to input
or modify existing input of the _ollowing sections: BOOK - book-
keeping section, CHANnel - channel description section,
CONFiguration - configuration tree section, MODUles - data
modules section. The CHECK subcommand is used to standardize the
raw data input. PREP is that phase of the database entry process
where key words and physical parameters associated with the Event
are entered into the database. Later, users may interrogate the
database, using the SEARCH processor, for those keg words and
parameters that satis£y certain criteria _or Events and/or data
modules.
2.3 THE DICTIONARY AND ADMINISTRATION PROCESSORS
The DICTIONARY and ADMINISTRATION processors are used to transmit
ENTERed and PREPed data to the local Database Master File. These
two processors utilize "write protected" _iles_ consequently, the
DICTIONARY and ADMINISTRATION processors can onlu be accessed by
the designated local VAPEPS Database Administrator. The
DICTIONARY processor is used to establish and maintain a Data
Dictionarg o_ Events on the Database Master File. New entries to
the Data Dictionarg are preceded b V the RUN=PADMIN p_ocess o_
VAPEPS. This process extracts all words to be defined _rom the
specified Event and creates a list _or input to the
DICTIONARY/PREADMIN command. The DICTIONARY/PREADMIN process
authorizes the input list _or the Data Dictionary and this
process must be invoked i_ the Event is to be saved on the
Database Master File.
3. PROCESSORCOMMANDSEGUENCES
The command sequences _or the individual processors are presented
in the _ollowing sections. A pseudo _lowchart _ormat is used
wherein the VAPEPS commands and prompts are presented on the le_t
with explanatory remarks on the right. This _ormat should
eliminate the need to re_erence the manual except _or those
instances when a more detailed explanation o_ the command and/or
prompt is required.
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3. I THE ENTER PROCESSOR
The _ollowing pages describe the command sequence and de_ine
commands _or the ENTER Processor.
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3.2 THE PREP PROCESSOR
The _ollowing pages describe the command sequence and de_ine
commands _or the PREP Processor.
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3.3 THE DICTIONARY AND ADMINSTRATION PROCESSORS
The following pages describe the command sequence and de_ine
commands _o_ the DICTIONARY and ADMINISTRATION Processors.
the
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4. APPLICATIONS
Examples o_ application _or the individual processors are shown
in the _ollowing sections. As previouslg mentioned in Section 3. ,
a pseudo glowchart _ormat is used, wherein the VAPEPS commands
and/or the prompts and responses are presented on the le_t with
explanatory remarks on the right.
In creating a local Database, the reRuired data may be input to
the processors by using either the Interactive Mode or the Batch
Mode o_ VAPEPS. The drawback to using the Interactive Mode o_
VAPEPS is that this mode will dump ALL the input data i_ an error
is detected in ANY o_ the input data. This mode o_ operation is
recommended only where there is a minimum o_ inputs.
The Batch Mode is strongly recommended _or those operations
involving a multiplicity o_ commands and/or data. In this mode o_
operation, the command and data inputs to the processors are via
structured run streams_ consequently, i_ input errors are
present, the data dumped by VAPEPS is still retained in the run
stream _ile. Corrections may then be made to the data in error
and the run repeated. A convenient method o_ operation is to use
the Batch Mode with both input and output _iles; the input _ile
being the run stream and the VAPEPS results being directed to the
output _ile. The output _ile may then be edited _or specific
report _ormats, etc., by using the computer system editor. A
typical Batch Mode operation o_ this type, specifically _or the
MassComp Computer, uses the command: VAPEPS<ENTERI2 >ENTER02. A
_urther recommendation is to use CAPS _or all commands.
Five examples are shown in the _ollowing sections. Examples 1
thru 3 illustrate the use o_ the ENTER processor only. Examples 4
and 5 progress, in sequence, thru the ENTER, PREP, DICTIONARY,
and ADMINSTRATION processors. Example 4 was developed by
excerpting information _rom Re_. 3. This excellent re_erence,
which documents the creation o_ a local Database _or the Tomahawk
Missile, was extremely useful in the development o_ this
tutorial. Example 5 is intended to be a somewhat complete example
o_ a typical VAPEPS process which progresses _rom the modeling
stage to the creation o_ the local Database. The VAPEPS model o_
the galileo Spacecraft: Lower sections is excerpted _om the
VAPEPS Newsletter, Issue 2, Summer 1988. This is presented in
Appendix A. The steps required to create a Database _or this
model are discussed and the response levels measuTed in the
galileo proto_light acoustic test are used as input to the ENTER
processor in Example 5. Additional examples can be _ound in
Volume IV o_ Re_. i.
NOTE: Variations in the output _ormat o_ the processors may
attributed to the cur_entlg installed version o_ VAPEPS.
be
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4.1 THE ENTER PROCESSOR
The _ollowing examples demonstrate the various input and output
options available within the ENTER processor. Using the ENTER
processo_ command _lowchart _or re_e_ence while _eviewing these
problems should expedite the learning curve. When the VAPEPS
command is issued, the VAPEPS logo appears. The ENTER command and
subsequent entries, and the resulting outputs, are shown in the
examples. The Interactive Mode was used in Example i The run
streams used in the other examples precede the VAPEPS output.
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4.2 THE PREP PROCESSOR
Examples 4 and 5 are continued in this section. A?ter the
vibroacoustic data is stored in the ENTER processor, the PREP
processor is used to de?ine the database event and standardize
the raw data input ?rum ENTER. The PREP processor command ?low-
chart mag be re?erenced ?or the sequence o? commands used. The
input run streams ?or these two examples are designated as PREPI4
and PREPIS, respectivelg. These run streams precede the VAPEPS
output o? the PREP processor.
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4_ 3 THE DICTIONARY AND ADMINISTRATION PROCESSORS
Examples 4 and 5 are continued in this section. A_ter the event
is PREPed, these processors are used to transmit the event to the
local Database Master File. The command _Iow _or these two
processors may be re_erenced _or the sequence o_ commands. The
input run streams _or these two examples are designated as
ADMINI4 and ADMINIS, respectivelg. These run streams use the
command inputs: _name 13, 'DBT' and £name 15, 'DICTIONARY. DAL' to
establish pseudo local Database Master Files and Dictionaries £or
these events. These pseudo files mag be accessed without
permission o? the Database Administrator. The commands
:run=event t23 all unit=l, and run=event OLL all unit=l,
respectivelg, were used to print the events for these two
examples.
On the initial callup o? the Dictionary and Administration
Processors, VAPEPS will require definitions o_ the terms in the
data module. The event cannot be saved until these terms are
defined @or the data dictionary. To illustrate this phase o@ the
process o_ creating a database, two examples o_ using the
dictionarg are provided in Appendix D. These two examples, which
relate to Examples 4 and 5 o_ the text, demonstrate the method o_
defining terms _or the data dictionarg. These examples should be
reviewed prior to continuing with the text Examples 4 and 5
wherein all terms @or the data module have been defined.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A procedural method ?or creating a VAPEPS Database has been
presented. Flowcharts o? seRuential commands were developed ?or
re?erence and their use demonstrated bg examples.
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APPENDIX A
CREATING A VAPEPS MDDEL OF GALILEO
_he VAPEPS Database SEA models consist of up to five elements: EX_A
(external acoustic space), D_A (intenml _c space), SKIN (_),
M_T (mount _), and D_T (_ m=ucU=_). A m_ m_t o_form
to two cr mar_ of these elements in order to be _ int_ the Database.
limitatian, however, does not apply _4_enmaking prgdicticns using the
SE24DD Processor.
As shown in the folluwing exmarpt from the Summer 1988 VAPEPS NewsI.et-ter,
the Galileo Spacecraft lowar sectians ware m_eled in S_DD by using six
distinct elements: despun secti(m, upper, l_,_.r, and _D adapters, and
_ and internal _c spaces. _he Database mo_l, _ the other
hand, was developed using three elements: EX_ (external ac_st/c space),
mUN Cps_zb _ s_i_), _ DU_ (intarm_ a=_ti= _). _ _NT
and INST el_mmts w_re nut used in this m=_l. _ despun section was
c_csen as the Database model because it ccr_ca/red the only accalemm_ter
fr_, wh/_h data was dotained during the acaus_c tests of the lower
spacecraft section.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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VAPEPS NEWSLETTER SUMMER 1988
Creating a VAPEPS Model of Galileo: the Lower Sections
Melissa Slay; IPL
JPL's Galileo spacecraft is schedulecl
to fly a mission to Jupiter to observe the
planet and its G_i_m satellites, measure
its intense magnetic environment, and
directly sample the planet's atmosphere.
The spacecraft will be carried into Earth
orbit by the space shuttle Discovery in
October/November 1989, and then
boosted into its interplanetary trajectory
by a two-stage Inertial Upper Stage
(IUS). This trajectory will provide
gravity assists from one Venus flyby
(February 1990) and two Earth flybys
(December 1990 and December 1992)
during the spacecraft's six year journey to
Jupiter.
This was not Galileo's originally
planned flight. The spacecraft was to be
launched aboard a space shuttle ha May
1986, and then boosted into a direct
trajectory to Jupiter by a Centaur rockeL
This was changed to the present mission
after the Challenger accident and the caw
cellation of the Centaur/shuttle program.
At the time, Galileo had already under-
gone all of its assembly level and system
level testing, and was at Kennedy Space
Center awaiting launch. The new mission
design required the addition of new
hardware as well as rework of e_asting
hardware to withstand harsher thermal
environments and to function over a
longer period of time. Galileo was
brought back to JPL and disassembled so
that it could be rebuilt to withstand its
new mission requirements.
The response of the lower sections of
Galileo to the expected acoustic load is of
interest since they are thin structures with
large surface areas. Several instrument
assemblies are attached to these sections
through trusses, as seen in Figure 1. The
VAPEPS model consists of the dcspun
section, upper adapter, lower adapter,
and IUS adapter. The IUS adapter is new
hardware required for the mission
change. The super-zip (cyliodrical ring
between the despun section and upper adapter ) was not modeled, since its
confignration and size make it difficult for an accurate SEA element to be
developed. The despun section, upper adapter, and lower adapter were
modeled as conical sections with identical apex angles. The [US adapter was
modeled as a cylinder.
SUPER-ZII
lUS
ADAPTER
LOWER
ADAPTER
Figure 1. Galileo Spacecraft
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Creating Your Own RUN = Commands
RLoading and Executing a
unstream
Once a runstream has been
created using the system editor, it
must be loaded into VAPEPS so that
it can be executed. On a VAX or a
UNIX machine the editor fde may be
loaded using the CSYM command.
For our example the t'de name should
be RUNCPMD.DRS. Now load it
into DAL unit 27 (DAL unit 30 may
be used if the runstrcam is to be avag-
able system wide). The command to
load it is as follows:
On all systems a FORTRAN fde
may be loaded with the SYMIN com-
mand. Let us assume that the fde is
contained in FORTRAN unit 1. On
a VAX the file name would be
FOR001.DAT. Consult your system
FORTRAN documentation for
naming conventions on other systems.
The command would be as follows:
SYMtN 27 RUN C_eMD 1
To execute it use the following
command:
RUN27 - O=MD ...
Example Runstream
Now putting it all together we have
the following runstream.
• RUN. C_mMD C4mmm,_l
*Puepeee
•_micutal_ t_e tViKtUmrW.ms
*moeos on e ammOS/_meO_Kf
"CUt_ _ase
._ommlnd
* RUN. O_t.¢) £H,Rt'_C_t,R,AL.
• THEI"A,M,N,QAMt,t_
• E-Yl_il'= _.
• Rt.IOS- _tte* ram* eem_ of i_tmm.
* AL.t.enI_ er ram.
• N-Ck_lmNmml_ mode numbe¢.
• GAMMA-POmeOn'| m_.
REC_qt*qERE. H, _, R, AL, _A, M. N, _tN_&tA
_AUI.T E - 10.E + Ik M - 0,1, RHC_ - 2.$4E-5,
_FAUtL7 GAMk_-.3, AL-;_., M-l, N-l,
THETA - gO.
• Fire _.a e_ut.
¢ALC
N.tME - W
$#JLEZ &E. ER_
. "H'
$ SJt.EZ KH, ERXl
N,tME - ?t!OS'
sJLEZ &RHOS. EF0(t
N_e_IE . 'Fr
$#JLEZ gR, E_(I
$$JLE,Z IUU. EF0(_
NAME - 'THE'rA'
$$JLEZ &I"e_E"rA,E_I
/,4AME . _.tAUMA'
$sJLEZ g,C_4Mktk.ERX
NAME - "_r
$$JLTZ &M, ER3_.
NAME -
0sJL_ &N, ERX_
DONE
ca4.c
GAM1 - GNdM_'_'2
GAMI - I..G_MI
TI - H**3*E/I_S/GAM1
AMPL - M'_/L**2
ANRT - N* PI$/R ITHEI"A "* _)
T2 - /U_PL + N_qT _ ;_
T3 - E*HIRIRIRI'tOS
T4 - AMPL •AMPL/T2
WMNI - TI*T_
WMN2 _ T3'T4
WMN - WMN1 + WMN2 ** .5
DONE
_me 8 &M, &N, &WldN
( F_uea_/of _ ',_,'.',r2,'. ',P_,2)
SET IERR - 0
• #JUMP EXIT
• Erm¢ ew=tt.
> ERXI
DONE
W_ITE 6 &NAME
('Vanal_ '.A4,'m Wmt If'win_ _mu_ I,o
ze¢o,')
SE'TEN_ - 't
#.,IUMP EXIT
> E_X_'
DONE
Wf_FE • &NAME
( Meele e_n_lX_ 'At,' m le_ tl_n =m_.')
SETtERR - 1
$ $,._JMP EXIT
>EXFr
R_ CP_O _ERR
A-5
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Creating a VAPEPS Model of Galileo:
the Lower Sections
SUMMER 1988 J
Step 1. Obtain Structural Parameters
20°
14 t3 L2 _1
_2 " 27..5 kq 12 - 77 in
f3=mm _- luam
r4 - _ff'l {4 - l_m
Using RU/_ = EOPL
Despun Section (DESP):
° ,_m,nc_l from I_ I_ _ Ihe lu_m mu_q Imy_r,
"W_IIP_e _ llll_/ 1: J_mers 12_ 1_ 2, I _3 _n,rode )
"W_Imme Pmm_ _ _ io_il*_ms 01@ 3,15 m. mOe )
Ger4_w _ > ns _ t.nt_ - 0,nbw- 3,den- l_0..wla. 12.
C.wneml m > ao_
OK
8emmnls_, I_' l>ao_
OK
W_'l'ta_e_lmmlayer 1of 3 >h-A_5.¢en_.O&35,e.l,0_7. moI2,58_e.4.w-53,13
_ I_aml_e_ lo_ 3>0_e
OK
v_lttw,_se Imemla,_' 2M 3_. h-.0?l,_en-.t_,w-@.3
Wiall_se N_m _ 2_ 3> done
OK
W_lllm_e_a_eml_y_ 3o1 3> b*.l.ceh-.121,e-l.08eT,C_o-;_"_le-4,w_25.2
W, aUwmsNemlsyer 3o_ 3> aone
OK
• R_t_: _,F.OPI.DES. o s_m:_x_}
• _: 1.SEQ_.t_SP Sas:(Sx_)
RLEN- I_00E+_2, WID- I_00E+01,CL- 1.1M_E+0_
Lsy_ H CEN E RHO w
b_e
I 7._OOE-0g 3.f_O_.O_ 4.._0E+O6 LGS0G.O,I N/A
mdm_e beems
3 I.D00E.01 I_10_-01 1.0_0_+D7 2.S&1E-04 2.$201_+01
H- 1.4_/'E.01,E-4JI_0E.06, RPIO- 1._411E-04. RItOS- 1.17"_E-0_
Upper Adapter (UPAD):
• B,,re _ m/m 1: ilm_#e e_o_y fm _
• B_,e iron ii1_ 3: [Irll_h_e epoxy tilde
A-6
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Creating a VAPEPS Model of Galileo:
the Lower Sections
"_'un - tmpl 1.t.med
Gcm_rtJ _lr_ert > m. 3,rt_ - 0,n_. 0,rter_ - 207._ - 2'&
pQnln_ett > ¥ - 14.3e6.rhor - 1.(klt-4.t:l = 7._
Gemmfl _mm_ett >
OK
B4uis_n _r I of 3> h_.flQl.ceft-.135_
8ateskmiayer 1_ 3> tk_e
OK
8amt_rt_tyef 2of 3> h-.25._m-.0..o.0.mo-4.1_m..6
8am _ _ty_. 20' 3>
OK
B4mtmn_r 3oi 3> h-.C21.e.ln--.13._5
Bamt._niayer 3of 3> done
OK
• Flesurt: I.EOPL, UPAD _k_: (gt* l)
• ;qet_N: 1._c4D.uPAn ,,_e:(6xl)
tnmat S,oecmr.at mr.s
RLEN- _0?OE+02._D- 2.500E÷01.CL- 7,680E+04
_'I CEN E Rt'fO W
10em lWan
I 2.100E_2 1.355E.01 1.430E+07 1.830E_4 N/A
2 2.500E_I 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 4.640E*06 N/A
3 2.100E-0Q-1.356E-01 1.430E-¢-07 1.630E-04 NIA
Eata,_ie_ Pemm_s.m
H - 1.675E ÷0(3, E - Z823E + 04. RHO- 4.?81E-0e, RMOS - 8.006E-06
Stmn Mzon peremmert
H. 2.101E-01, E- 'L430E+ 07. !=l-IO- 3.811E._,, Fit.-tO:S. 8.006E_6
Gem,'o_dmtanr.e - O.O(_E÷00
Lower Adapter (LOAD):
RUN = EQPL was not used for the lower adapter since
it is a homogeneous aluminum structure with no beam layers.
Inertial Upper Stage (IUS):
• The IUS _4Lole f _ • mlig_el_rn c)4#,oer w_h orm ktngr_dm _Jurmnum nng
• arid _m _'mmme Wumz_x_Jm Ram_,. To _ RUN - EQP_ t_e ¢_mOer
• _ _m_d m be | _ _q_e w_N wc_h _ e_u_ to the he_ _ me
• c_mOer ano _ _h _ eq.,-_ _ _s clr_Jmh_encl. T_e dmance to
• each _y_rl ¢er_ _ _ _ me _o_n of the bare stun _yer.
• Barn _n myef I : rnegne_um ¢_mder
• LIr_mm_e Deem _ I: ak#mmum nn_ _ in _de 1
• W_h_q_ _ _r I : ._um_um flanges (8 @ 20 m. wde)
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'h_m - eqpl 1,ius
pemrnetets • n_. 1.nt_ - 1 ,n.bw - _.rlon - 33_.,w_ - 10.
_enerl_ p_,lmote_ • er - 10.eo6,rtlo_ - 2._1 o-4,c_ - 1.9_1t5
Gemm_ U > 0tme
OK
Be_ikmllyer I of i >h-.1,ten-.C:5,1-e.Se6,rt_o-1.(t53e-4
OK
L._ngthm_ immrn tay*_ 1 of 1 • h - .3.¢e_ - .25.w- 2
Lengtttt, me flaam m,#_ _0_ _ >_ne
OK
Wkilt_,mm be_n leyer I Of 't > _ - .3,ten - .25,w- I_0.
Widm_mmbee,m _r lo_ 1> 0one
OK
• I_#: 1,ECIPI.,IUS _ze: f9 x I)
• P4t_tat: t,eJ=OPJUS ._m: _ x 1)
ul.t Soe,_._,Onl_
RLEN- 321_+02, WID- 1.000_'t'01,CL- 1._0E+_
Layer H C_N E RHO W
bent _un
t.O00E-01 5.000E_2 6._OOE+06 1.653E_ N/A
ler_rm_e flasrns
I 3.00OE-01 2.500_I 1.0_OE+0? 2.5_IE_ 2.000_+00
m_r_se beams
I 3.000E-01 2._00_I 1.0e0E+0? 2.591E-04 I._00_+_
Eqor_ient Pw'wn_ers
H- 3.845E-O1.E- 7404E+06, F_40- 1.886E-O4, RHOS- 1._E-O_
_ross _u_odic_ _ram_onl
H- 3_YJ4E_01,E - 1,0e0E+07, RHO- 5.1_IE_5, F_O$- 1.8._3E_
C4_n_d dmmn_ - 1,886E_I
The surface area of a cone is"
AP = pi * r" (r2+ 12j1/'2
APDEsP = 1962 in
APUPAD = 6318 in _
A])LOAD : 11,129 in 2
The surface area of a cylinder is:
AP = 2" pi*r*l
APIus : 3393 in 2
The sum of all surface areas yields the surface area of
the internal acoustic space, INTA.
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INTA's VOLUME and AP were obtained earlier while
determining structural parameters. The acoustic absorp-
tion coefficient, AAC, is estimated based on past ex-
perience. Again, EXTA's AAC is not used since EXTA
is the excitation element. INTA's AAC is based on recom-
mendadous from LMSC for acousdc spaces surrounded
by "smooth" surfaces. For surfaces with thermal blankets,
equipment, or cabling, AAC shouldbe increased.
Step 3. Determine Connection Paths
The acoustic spacesare connected to the structural ele-
ments using both resonant and nonresonant connection
paths. The structural elements are connected to each
other by using type 43, which is actually a butt connection
between two plates. VAPEPS will accept cones or
cylinders instead of plates, but will treat them as plates.
Obviously, this is not an entirely accurate representation
of a conical section, but is the best method available, and
in this case works reasonably well. BJL, the butt joint
length, is the circumference at the interface of the ele-
ments.
Step 4. Obtain the Excitation Levels
The levels in this model are the levels measured in the
Galileo protoflight acoustic test.
Step 5. Execute VAPEPS
• rr_ rnoe_ cee_mI _ me _ktimm _¢mm, u_ s_INs¢, io_,
° I¢_ IU$ _ _om ttw Gali_o sl_u_s_.
tNTA >_
OK
tn_ _m_ mlm_ > des_,5
0ESP> el - SS.,_if - OS.e - 4.IilO_4.t_ts - 320..me_ - 1. t Y'Je-f,slml. 9 _ 9
OE_P> eem
OK
trtpuI ellme_ n4ml > u_cl,5
LIpA_I > ¢0 - 1.3?lle4,pe_lfrq - 250.. 1_4a * _0,
UPtD>eone
OK
Input eiemem nIme > Ioea.5
>mo. 2._IGI _-dl,c_ - ;L01 eS,h - Ike-2Jm - 12815..bl - i_..at_. 21}2..i_y. 32.
LOA_> _ - 1era .fill - ._t.e - tO._,l_tll - _14..rl_ m 2,_ le-4,_, 4_ 1
LOAD > co- L3:qle44_vc_rcl-:t'_O.j=eta-;IQ.
t.OAD > aerie
OK
In_t e_ent nerne > tin.4
IUS > d - 10&.ellt - .OS,e - ?._B,_la - _.,rhoe - I .e_-5 Jmms - 0.
_ > Oone
In_t etemem nie_ > dor_
OK
> mm*w.e
_Nmaemim m4mmum num_¢ e_ ¢_me_t -
Al_m_um_s nutmw_m _1_ stc_aS_ - 300
E_A.I_'JNTA > aotw
OK
trout _ > _U_u_tnt_e
e_mb_ r*, mm.
E_TA, UPAD.INTA >
OK
ml=_ _n > ema.loacl,inUt.4
Casal_j _ mt_.
_"T&LOAO,t_A • eom
OK
Inlp_ co_necl_ > I_llkiml.wdi.5
EXT&_U$,INTA >
OK
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Volumes
The volume of a cone is:
V= (1/3)*pi*r*l
VDESP = 23,389 in 3 _
VUPAD = 101,485 in 3
VLOAD --- 246,722 in 3
The volume of a cylinder is:
V = pi* r2*l
Vtus = 30,536 in 3
The volume of the internal acoustic space, INTA, is the
sum of all volumes.
enTn
PATA, the total length of discontinuities, is used in
VAPEPS to account for the edge effects (from stiffeners,
beams, etc.) on the radiation efficiency below the critical
frequency. However, if the structure itself is not any larger
than the bending wavelength at its critical frequency, then
the edges do not affect the radiation efficiency and there-
fore should not be included in PATA. The bending
wavelength is defined as the bending wave speed, Cb,
divided by the frequency, f, where
Cb = 12 pi f K Ctl In
K = radius of gyration
C1 = longitudinal wave speed
ALX and ALY
ALX and ALY, the subpancl dimensions, are also used
to account for edge effects (from stiffeners, beams, etc.) at
and below the critical frequent. Dividing this model into
subpanels had little effect on the results so subpanels were
not used. Further investigation is being done to better
dcfinc thc use of ALX and ALY.
SUMMER 1988
DESP:
ALX = cirt_rMerence at the middle of the cone = 160 in
ALY = height of cone = 12 in
UPAD:
ALX = circumference at the middle of the cone = 207 in
ALY = height of cone = 25in
LOAD:
ALX = circumference at the middle of the cone = 292 in
ALY = height of cone = 32 in
IUS:
ALX - circumference of cylinder = 339 in
ALY = heigl_[ Of cylinder = l0 in
ASMS, the added nonstructural mass, was taken from a
Galileo weight list.
ASMSDESP = 355 lb = 0.919 lb s2/in
303 lb = 0.7856 Ib s_/inASMSUPAD
ASMSLOAD -- 185 lb 0.4791 lb s'/in
ASMSIUs = 0 Ib = 0 lb s2/in
DLF, the damping loss factor, and PIVOTFRQ, the fre-
quency to pivot damping as a function of 1/frequency, are
estimates based on past experience.
DLF = 0.05
PIVOTFRQ = 250 Hz
It is recommended that a value of 0.04 or 0.05 be used as
the DLF for aluminum or magnesium. For structures made
of composites (such as graphite/epoxy), it is recommended
that a value between 0.05 and 0.1 be used.
Step 2. Obtain Acoustical Parameters
The mass density and speed of sound for EXTA and
INTA are the values for nitrogen, which is what JPL uses
in its acoustic chamber. The volume of the chamber and
the total surface area of its walls are used for EXTA's
VOLUME and AP, respectively, although they are not
used by VAPEPS since EXTA is the excitation element.
,, J
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OK
Cmlmg _*w Nm.
aUS_:)AD >_t-33e.
_S,LOAD >_n,
OK
mput _hlctIo_ >
OK
$EMOD > _ I_Ul
SEMOO • heq_mi=y 40.0.2000.0
FI:IEQ 1: FIfO GLL 0 0, SIZE - 1B 1,NJ - I
S£MOO >_
_(TA • (II) 117.*_,127.,129.5,1q_.5,13_.5,131..133.5,134.,130.,131.,130,
_["rA > (_) IN..$2_.5,1;_7,,1_.5.1_2.5.1_0._t18.
$EMQO > ,z_len_
OENSI: DENS Gt.L 0 O, SIZE- "iS 6, NJ- 1
_>_
ATA I: ATA e 11 0 0, SJZlE - 18 3_.NJ - 1
OO 1: CO _ 0 0, S_ZE- _e 18. NJ- 1
T'RNFt: _ GI.L 0 0, SJZE- Idl S,_.I-
SIEIi_K_ > chic 7,1,4
CONY1: CCNV GLL 0 0.,,_ZE- IS S, hZJ- 1
REaP I: FE_ _ 0 0, SIZE - 18 8, NJ -
SEMOD >
POWR I: POWR GLL 0 0, SIZE - le 36, NJ - 1
SEMOD > Immsp
_,llltm_l Ind _ to¢ moclel GU,.
F_q_m',_y EXTA _'A DE_ UP_D LOgO MS
d_ dB G*'2/Hz G"2_z G*'2_z G_'2_z
40,O _17.5 103.1 3.1_10E-04 IL88211E-Oi 1,7305E.03 3,g00_E-03
50.0 12/.0 114._ 3.3S_2E-_I 9.3_ME-03 I.iMIOE-1_2 4.18.1_2
_o0.o 11_ 112.41 O,643?E-O_ 1,_.-03 7,_1E._ I._31E.-O_
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_tEMOD > hit ling
Ring f_Q_ for _ GLL
F,muen¢#
I_SP IJPA_ LOAD US
40,0 1.117E* i'el 3.334l)E÷02 ll.23iTE-i-r19 5.111_5"#_÷0_
SEkKiO > ilcnt
Crilgil iliq_ _ miidet GLL
_reqlllimy ID_TA EXTA EXTA EXTA lh'TA
OESP UPN) _ IUS OESP
40.0 3.5ll84E+03 8.114?E*0i 6.4817E+03 1R_E+03 3._84E_03
Fmq,Ancy llCrA liTA Ih'l"A
UPAD tOAD iU$
SEil.gX) > ltlli all_
ilix:i/m _+ model GLL
Freq,,_.,_-'y i_O'A w'rA DE_' L/PAD LOAD _S
t-fe,_tz
40.0 L3843E-01 3.1034E-03 2.0442E-02 2.4(1771_2 2.M31E,.O! 2.2106E-_2
50.0 2.131KlE-01 4.11iltE-00 2.285_11.10_ 2.Tidi(_._ 2.1UldK_-Oi 2o4714E'02
20(XL0 3,420BE÷0Q ?.1'lIJ_+00 1.2i12tE-01 7.4i_'E_Q 1.0717E_00 11.1144_-0_
_f ! f
li
0.0si
_" o ozl
a0, i
0.'m
_ o.®,!
i
,/ i
_._ p*rclltt tl* _r*4tct l.o_t0 $ V_t_S 9_tn
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Fiqurc 2. VAPEPS Prediction for the Galieo de.spun section
Note: The VAPEPS outfde was edited due to its length.
Step 6. Examine Results
The response of the despun section is shown plotted
against data from an accelerometer located on the super-zip,
at the despun section interface. Unfortunately, there were
no other measurements made on the lower sections of the
spacecraft during the acoustic test, so it cannot be deter-
mined absolutely if the model is valid. The VAPEPS predic-
tion does closely follow the data, and the 95th percentile does
envelope that local response which is what we would expect
of our model. (See Figure 2.)
To estimate the frequency range over which the prediction
is valid, the number of modes per one-third octave band (cal-
culated from the modal densities listed in the output) was
plotted ( Figure 3). There are approximately two modes in
the one-third octave band centered at 200 Hz. Predictions
at frequencies below this do not contain enough modes to be
considered valid. Between 200 Hz and 400 Hz, where there
are between two and six modes per one-third octave band,
the prediction is considered questionable. Above 400 Hz,
the prediction is considered valid..
T
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Figure 3,Mode.s per one-third octa_ band for the Galileo d,-.spunsection
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APPENDIX B
DATABASE MANAGeMenT *
In this section the features of the database management mode of operation
are described. Tnis operation deals specifically with the creation and
maintenance of a vibroacoustic database. The database management
provide for the entry, editing, and retrieval of data sets. Each data set,
obtained at a specific time in flight frum a given payload configuration or
from a specific test configuration during a given ground test run, is
referred to as an event.
The database management functions may be grouped into four major operational
l_%3ses: spectral data input, event definition and data standardization,
administration, and data retrieval. The spectral data input phase is
performed using a processor named _fER; the remaining three phases are
performed using processor named PREP, AEMIN, and SERf_, respectively. The
use and function of each of these processors is discussed in detail in the
VAPEPS USER'S MANUAL. This section discusses the salient features of each
processor and rationale behind the design of the processor.
DATA ENTRY
Using the processor c_mand D_ER, spectral data can be placed on any DAL
file desired, ex_ for the four files that have been reserved for special
use, using any bandwidth in the frequency range from i0 to i0,000 Hz and for
a variety of _ units. By providing the appropriate system control
statements before VAPEPS is executed, all original data provided by the user
can be saved by permanently cataloging this file in the systems master
directory. For a given event, all acoustic data may be placed on file
follc_ed by vibration data; or, a mixture of acoustic and vibration data may
be placed on file at one time, followed by another such entry at a later
time. Once these spectral data have been processed by ENTER, the general
computational routines can be called to perform such operations as
manipulating these data into various subsets, finding maximums and _,
and performing statistical analyses, etc.
*Excerpted from VAPEPS User's Manual, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (see
Ref. 2 in this publication)
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is basically a batch-oriented prooessor whic_ requires the following
input: (I) Four 80 character lines providing a general description of the
event, using a free-field format (2) frequency range and frequency bandwidth
format (a number of entry steps can be eliminated when the American National
Standards International [ANSI] one-third octave format has been used for
data processing) (3) type of data (acoustic or vibration) and the names or
meastL_ment numbers of the data c_ulnels (renaming is pruvided for) (4)
measurement units (5) and spectral data in the form of
acoeleratic_/presmE_ spectral density, or sound-pressure/vibration level in
dB (narrow-bard, amplitude-time data cannot be accummodated). Spectral data
is read as a group of _-uRIRAN-formatted card images which may be arranged to
be read from the local system files. _ output consists of matrices
stored as elements on a _ [IKL file. Depending on input options,
_fER my a/so produce a listing of the input data.
Tne ability to rename measur_m_ channels is necessary because subsequent
VAPEPS processing requires that all channel names be up to four characters
long, with the first dmracter being an alphabetic c_aracter. The renaming
feature also permits a user to cope with the situation (most likely to
happen in ground test) in which the data processing facility processed all
the acoustic data first using a given _ numbering _, and then
prooessed all the vibration data using this same sc_m_e. In the VAPEPS
database, each data channel must have a unique name. VAPEPS allows data
Qbtained for a given event to be input in separate hatches to accrmmodate
large quantities of data, and permit a user operate cn whatever data is
available at a given time, rather than wait for all the data to be
processed. _hen the entire data set (acoustic and vibration) becumes
available, VAPEPS will collect all data entries and assemble them under the
correc_ event name. This is acoumplished with the PREP prooessor.
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_he previously described _fER processor was basically used to define the
attributes of a set (acoustic and vibration) of spectral data for a given
event. It is the PREP processor that is used to develop the database for
defining the attributes of the event itself. This processor has five
subprocessors named CHECK, BOOK, CHAN, CSNF, and MDDULES. Each of these
processors has a m/ititude of _ followed by arguments which will
be assigned values to define event attributes. _he success of subsequent
VAPEPS operations depends on how tho_y and conscientiously the user
assigns values to these arguments. _hese values can be the free creations
of the local user or can be under the control of a global database
administrator. A set of wDrksheets are included with the VAPEPS USER'S
MANUAL to assist with the p_tion of these values. The database
administrator will code and place the values of key arguments into the
VAPEPS master file; particular attention should be given to these ar_.
The arguments containing key values are those noted on the worksheets as
being _. A special processor named [_TA DICTIONARY has been
designed that will control and define all values of free creations.
A brief explanation of the basic function, including sume general commentary
of tb_ PREP subprocessors is given below.
Collects spectral data frcm all EVENT sections and forms one
standardized spectral data matrix. The need for stardardization
and the format standard is diso/ssed in the VAPEPS USER'S MANUAL.
The one-third octave bandwidth _ was chosen to support the
prediction schemes that are presently in VAPEPS.
BOOK: Controls bookkeeping entries for the event. This includes the
data processing agency, time, date, type of flight vehicle, and
type of event, etc. This is accumplished thruugh the a_ of
the varic_s HOOK _. It is the value assigned to the
four arguments of the BOOK _ named PROC that uniquely
B-5
identifies an event. _he event is autun_tically coded and the
coding is stored in the VAPEPS master file by the database
administrator.
(_AN- This subprocessor affects the d%annel descriptive data previously
placed in a _ file with the processor _. INteger value
coordinates, and the type of coordinate system used, for each
measur_m_ can be specified using the _ of this
prooessor. Perhaps of more importance, the user is requested to
identify the frequency range of valid data. This will ensure that
a conscious decision is made in this regard, because the frequency
range uver which valid data was c_cained may have been uverlooked
or unknown when the spectral data was first placed on file. It is
accumplished using the CHANGE subcummand.
fl)NF- A configuration tree suc_ as the one shown in Figure B-I is
constructed, modified, or examined using this subp_r. Each
user is free to form the payload or test specimen configuration
tree cor_idered most representative for an event. However, it is
essential to develop ccnfiguz-ation trees using a oonsistent format
if a successful search of the VAPEPS database can be achieved at a
later date. This processor has a number of _ that can
be used to create a new configuration tree by modifying one that
already exists. This avoids the effort of reconstructing an
entire tree for events that have similar or even identical payload
test specimen configurations.
MODULES: This subprooessor is used to collect the structural parameters and
channel names of the acoustic and vibration measurements that are
pertinent to a particular branch of a configuration tree and
attach the ccmplete data set (called a data module or simply the
module) to this tree branch. A tree m_L_t exist before this
attachment can be made and more than one module can be attached to
the same branch. This is accumplished with the MD_JiE subccmmmmd
AT_AC_ and three arguments named MDEULE, CONF, and ZONE of this
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oum_and uniquely identify a module. _he argument ZONE and tb_
remaining arguments SY_, X, Y and Z of ATI_ permit the user
to create zoning s_ for the shuttle vehicles or the ELVs.
Each module is autumatically given a module number which is placed
in the VAPEPS master file by the database administrator. To
expedite creating new modules for an event, _ are
provided to edit and use modules already in existence. Structural
parameters and channel names are collected into the module in such
a manner that they can be _ for and extracted frum the
database, and are used to support prediction schemes. Because of
this, a module is also referred to as a "prediction model". The
module concept is intended to support the predicticn schemes
presently in VAPEPS or any future modification of these schemes.
More than one module can be _ and attached to the same
branch of a configuration tree. It may be useful to construct one
module for a given frequemcy rar_e and _ for a diff_t
frequency range. Modules can be cc_strtw_ted with or without
channel names; this is also the case for structural parameters.
This feature permits the user to collect acoustic and vibration
data obtained frum a particular flight or ground test, and to
assign the module containing the channel names to a particular
branch of the configuration tree. _ then permits the user to
search out and uperate cm this data at a later date. It is the
processor named DAMD that is used to build a data module.
The [_MD processor can be activated as a m%_mmmand frcm MDDULES, or it can
be activated as a VAPEPS prooessor ccmuand. A _%MD suhoummand frum MD_JLES
is used to ocnstruct a data module and attach it to a particular branch of a
configuration tree. When VAPEPS is used to predict the vibroaocustic
environment for a payload, the structural _ for this payload must
appear in a data module. In this case [I_MD is activated frum VAPEPS as a
processor ocmmmmd and only structural parameters need be placed in this
module; the various arguments of DAMD do not need to be specified. The
specific format of the [XAMD processor used in MD[XVLES is shown in figure
B-8
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B-2. _e ccmm_rKis named EXTA, SKIN, INTA, MIX,T, INST, and FRAM co_nd
to the names of the prediction model elements described in Section 4. The
character_ P* and C* follc_ing each of these cummands represent the
structural parameters and channel names, respectively, that are to be
associated with each element. The three-word arguments of these c_mm3nls
are pruvided to alluw for descriptive codes to characterize each of these
elements. The value of each argument is a free creation of the user; but,
in order for a ccmmmity of users to searc_ frum the database an element
with prescribed characteristics, a common coding format is necessary. This
wDuld be a function for the global database administrator. Appendix C is a
d/scussion of the coding system presently used for the global database.
Figure B-3 serves to illustrate the operation of the PREP prooessor. Shown
is a configuration tree, data module and prediction model that one might
oonstruct with this processor for a typical shuttle payload.
A_MINISTRATION
After the tasks for providing spectral data input, and event definition and
data standardization have been cumpleted, the data associated with these
tasks will exist on preassigned DAL files; it now remains to code and save
certain key elements of this data set in the master file of VAPEPS. _ is
the task of the individual(s) assigned the responsibility of being the
database administrator(s). The ac_nin/str_tor is charged with the
responsibility of maintaining the integrity of the database and processing
the transfer of data sets to and from other user sites.
The master file should be write-protected to ensure that n_/itiple users do
not attempt to write si_11taneously to the file. _he recummended approach
is to grant write-access only to the VAPEPS administrator or to a small
group of administrators who will share the responsibility of saving all
events. In maintaining the integrity of the database, the administrator
will check all data sets for possible errors and inconsistencies. Having
affirmed that the data set oontains no errors, the database admin/strator
will write key elements of these data to the VAPEPS master file using the
B-IO
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SAVE _ of the AEMIN processor. It is when the SAVE cammand is
issued that the previously mentioned coding of event(s) and module(s) occurs
and the results are stored in the VAPEPS master file. These data then
became available to the SERCH processor, which the ocmmmity of VAPEPS users
can use to examine these data for prescribed attributes.
The process of transferring a data set to another site involves cumpletely
recreating card images of the data provided to the _TER and PREP
prooessors. This can be performed autumatically by using the subacTamand of
A[RIN named SPILL. qhe process of reading these data at another site
involves the use of general ccmputaticr_l crmmands given in the VAPEPS
USER'S MANUAL. A flow diagram of the process of transferring data to and
frum another site is presented in Figure B-4. Referring to Figure B-4(a),
when only a few VAPEPS database events are to be transmitted, the
administrator creates the necessary card _mages using the SPILL subommmand.
These card images are read to and written from tape using the general
ccmputational crmm_znd as described in the VAPEPS USER'S MANUAL. The
transmitted events are placed on a DAL file via VAPEPS, c_ecked by the
administrator and, if appropriate, saved in the receiving site's database
using the SAVE subccm_d of the AEMIN processor.
If the entire VAPEPS database at one site is to be transmitted, the run
streams SPILL and SAVE can be used. Documentation for these two run streams
can be found in the VAPEPS HELP file. Transferring tb_ original spectral
data and meastLr_ent _ data, referring to Figure B-4 (b), is
acccm_lished using the run stream ESAV which recreates an _ deck for a
given event. This is written and read frum tape as previously described and
placed on the user's DAL file via VAPEPS.
VAPEPS installation instructions for the administrator are pruvided in the
VAPEPS USER'S MANUAL.
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Figure B-4. Data Transfer Flow Diagram
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mtTABASE QUE_
The S_RC_ processor enables a user to search the master file for data placed
cn this file by the database administrator. Cummand _ initiates an
interrogation of the master file regarding the data obtained during BOOK,
C£_F, or MD_ULE operations that have been performed within the PREP
processor. The user specifies those data attributes of interest and the
search operation produces a list of coded event names that have these
attributes associated with them. Most sealrh requests have three basic
forms: (i) all events that have all the attributes requested (2) all events
that have at least one of the attributes requested or (3) all events that
have none of the attributes requested. Each query may cover all events in
the VAPEPS database, or my be limited to those events contained in a
previously generated list.
Following is a discussion of the various BOOK, C0NF, or MODULE attributes
where _ can be made; refer to the VAPEPS USER'S MANUAL for
information on the data used to define these attributes.
BOOK: Queries can be made involving the following attributes:
pmcessir cognizant: agerJ , a: t:mct:ing aate
(specific or range), time (specific or range), event name, event
type, location, and vehicle.
a3NF: Requests are made for events which have configuration tree
b_ with specified generic names, specific names, or generic
and specific name pairs. Requests may be made for events with
b_ anywhe/e in the tree or branches with a specific
relationship to one another.
MD[X]IES: Queries can be made for events with prediction models or elements
of the prediction model whiQh have specified descriptions or
nondimensional parameters within a specified range. Queries can
be limited to only those models with spectral data channels or to
model elements which lie within a specified range of coordinates.
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In addition to those described above, the SER(_ processor pruvides the user
with ocmmands which manipulate the output lists of events to: (i) perform
logical cc_parisons of two or more lists, (2) list the contents of one or
more event lists, (3) list the names of all lists created during a search
session, (4) store tb_ list in a _ _ file for future use, and (5)
bring a saved list back into the SERCH processor. A status cummand is also
provided which gives the names of the current input and output lists.
To obtain a good understarding of the codes and tabular output obtained in
response to various SER(_ _, the user may refer to both the VAPEPS
USER'S MANUAL and the Data Dictionary.
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APPENDIX C
DATA MDDULE NAMING CONVENTION*
A VAPEPS data module is created by using the DAMO-p_r which is
initiated with a _ named E_D. The arguments of this _ defines
the name of a data module, whid_ is a free creation of the user. There are
various st_0ccm_aDds within the E_%MD-p_r (see page 8-16, 8-17, and 8-18
of VAPEPS USER'S MANUAL). The _ DESC, EXTA, SKIN, INTA, MDNT,
INST, and FRAM are designed to further describe the data modules. Their
arguments are also free creations of the user. In this Appendix, the naming
convention used by the global data base is illustrated. Other users may
define their own convention without effecting the function of VAPEPS.
However, for a global database to be shared by the aerospaoe ccmmunity, a
unified system needs to be established. Presently the data module naming
convention is totally oriented toward supporting VAPEPS prediction schemes.
However, the naming convention could be expanded to include, for example,
reliability/failure related data schemes.
*Excerpted from VAPEPS User's Manual, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (see
Ref. 2 in this publication)
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DAMO -- The argument opposite [IAMD is a four character word which indicates
the content of the data module and the system of units associated with the
structur_l parameters. These are the values given to this _rd:
A. The first twD characters indicate the presenoe of channel names
and structural parameters in the module.
DO -- only channel names present in the module
PO -- parameters present only
DP -- d%m-mel names and parameters present.
So The third character is al_abetic and used to make the various
modules of a given event unique.
--A-
--B-
o
o
o
--Z-
Co The last character is an integer used to indicate the units used
for the _ parameters
---0 no parameters
--i units of meter, kg., sec.
--2 tE_its of czn., gram, sec.
--3 units of ft., slug, sec.
--4 units of in., snail, sec.
The values for the DAMD arguments for a typical group of modules would then
be as follows: (I) DPA4; d_annel names and perameters present, units are
in., snail, sec. (2) DPB4; channel names and parameters present, units are
in., snail, sec. (3) DO_D; only channel names are present in the module.
(4) DOBO; only channel names present.
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DESC-- The three word argument opposite DESCdescribes the general layout
of the prediction model contained by the module and characterizes the
acoustic and vibration measuremm/fcs within the module. Each word can
consist of up to twelve characters. _he following is a discussion of the
values given to these words. In this discussion only six characters out of
the twelve permitted are used. The remaining six characters can be employed
as desired by the user.
Ao The first word is a six character code that indicates which of the
individual prediction model elements were used for the _hysical
situation being modeled, and whether a conventional or non-
conventional prediction model was used. The first character
indicates the model convention and the next five characters form a
code for the prediction model elements EX_, SKIN, INTA, MONT and
INST, respectively. The following tabulation defines the coding
used:
le
o
First character.
N - Non-conventional prediction model
Next five characters.
1 - External acoustics, _ present.
2 - Skin structure, parameters present.
3 - Internal acoustics, parameters present.
4 -
5 - Payload component installation, parameters present.
0 - Element not present, or parameters not present.
The value for a typical first word of the DESC argument would be as follows:
(i) N12345; a conventional prediction model with parameters present for
EXTA, SKIN, D_I_, MDNT and INST, (2) R32140; a non-conventional prediction
model, the INST element is not present, external space acoustic parameters
are assigned to INTA, and internal space acoustic parameters are assigned to
EXTA.
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S. The second word is a six character code used to describe the
general characteristics of the acoustic field and orientation of
the vibration meamlrss_nts. The first character of this code, D,
is simply a place holder. Characters two through six again form a
code for the prediction model elements EXTA, SKIN, INTA, MDNT and
INST, respectively. _%e coding associated with these five
elements is:
F - free aocustic field
D - direct acoustic field
P - progressive wave acoustic field
S - surface pressure
N - normal (perpendicular to a plane)
L - lateral (parallel to a plane)
U - orientation unspecified
0 - measuremants not present
A code with the format DSUF00 w_id then be interpreted to mean: The EXTA
element is a surface pressure aommtic field, the orientation of the SKIN
vibration measurements are not specified, _ is free acoustic field, and
meesuremen_ are not available for the MDNT and INST prediction model
elements.
Co The third word is a free word that the user can code as desired.
The frequency range uver which the prediction model is considered
valid could be identified here.
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EXTA -- The three words of the argument opposite EXTA; and, the
corresponding words of the arguments of SKIN, INTA, MDNT, INST, and FRAM are
used to describe the geometry, mterial and _hysical details of the
prediction model elements. A convention for this description has been
initiated by IMSC, but it is considered preliminary and incumplete. As will
be discussed, the establ/shment of a perceptive convention is important to
the success of the VAPEPS prediction schemes. This convention is expected
to develop and/or change as the future experience of VAPEPS users so
indicates so appropriate. This is the convention being used:
Ao The first word is used to provide a description of the gecmetry of
the acoustic space or structure being modeled. Typical values for
word are: Rectangle, triangle, curve, cylinder, annulus, etc.
B, The second word is used to pruvide a description of the general
prope/_cies of the acoustic space or structural materials. Typical
values for this word w_uld be: Air, helium, nitrogen, aluminum,
g phi , etc.
Co The third word is used to provide a description of the general
physical characteristics of each of the individual structural
elements or acoustic spaces. It is intended for boundary
conditions to be identified with this word althuugh a scheme for
doing so r_ains to be developed. Typical values for this word
are: Reverberant, hydrodynamic, honeyccmb, corruqation,
 i  ri er, etc.
When using VAPEPS to predict the vibroa_ic env_t of a new payload
cumponent, the best results can be expected when this _t is similar
to the VAPEPS model on which the prediction is based. The above described
arguments will serve to indicate when this similarity exists.
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APPENDIX D
DICTIONARY EXAMPLES
fname 13,'DBT'
fnqme 15, 'DZCTZONARY. DAL'
runmpadmin 1, t23
dictLonary/preadmin 1, t23
defLne $
_oot of confLguratton tree
define 157_db_oaspl
;57 dB overall sound pressure level
1Lst
done
admLn
save 1, t23
done
run-event t23 all unarm1
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VAPEPS
(VibroAcoustic Payload Environment Prediction System)
Version 5.4.1
System MASSCOMP/UNIX
(Released June 1988)
Developed by
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
Sponsored by
NASA/gODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
&
US AIR FORCE/SPACE DIVISION
User support and database management by
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
Date: Friday, October 28, 1988 Time: 10: 32:56 AM.
Execution mode: Batch Core Size: 20000 words
?fname 13, 'DBT'
?fnamo 15, "DICTIONARY. DAL"
?run=padmin 1, t23
?dictionarv/preadmin 1, t23
The following words have not been defined.
$ 157_db_oasp1 acceptance bulk bulkhead cell cone cruise_ms1
cwlin dfO000 dfoono dpa4 dpb4 fcav fib@rglass forward fuse
fuselage fuse cavity gdc gdc_testlab ground harbor drive jcmp
n12300 n12340 ncav nose nose¢one nose cavity reverberant
san_diego sta_18.35 t;23 test chamber tlam tomahawk
Welcome to Data Dictionarw version 1.0
Dictionarw > define $
$ > _oot of configuration tro@
$ >
$
root of configuration tree
Dictionarw > define 157_db oaspl
157_db_oaspl > 157 dE overall sound pressure level
157_db oaspl >
157_db_oaspl
157 dB overall sound pressure level
Dictionary > list
Word $$$$ not _ound.
Dictionary > done
Word ACCEPTANCE
Word BULK
Word BULKHEAD
Word CELL
Word CONE
Word CRUISE MSL
Word CYLIN
Word DFO000
Word DFOONO
Word DPA4
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined,
not defined,
not defined,
not defined.
not defined.
Word DPB4
Word FCAV
Word FIBERQLAS5
Word FORWARD
Word FUSE
Word FUSELAGE
Word FUSE_CAVITY
Word GDC
Word GDC_TESTLAB
Word gROUND
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined
not defined
not defined
not defined
not defined
Word JCMP
Word N12300
Word N12340
Word NCAV
Word NOSE
Word NOSECONE
Word NOSE_CAVITY
Word REVERBERANT
Word SAN_DIEGO
Word STA_18.35
Word T23
Word HARBOR_DRIVE not defined
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined
not defined
not defined
not defined
not defined
Word TESTCHAMBER not defined
Word TLAM not defined
Word TOMAHAWK not defined
Leaving Data Dictionary.
?admin
ADMIN>save 1, t23
One or more uords have not been defined.
Data Dictionary must be updated before event can be saved.
Event not saved.
ADMIN>done
?runlevent t23 all unit=l
D-S
@name 13,'DBT'
@name 15,'DICTIONARY. DAL'
_un-padmin 1, QLL
dictiona_y/preadmin 1, GLL
de,ins $
_oot of configuration t_ee
define acoustic
acoustic
list
done
admin
save 1,gLL
done
_un=event GLL all unit=l
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VAPEPS
(VibroAcoustic Payload Environment Prediction System)
Version 5.4.1
System MASSCOMP/UNIX
(Released dune 1988)
Developed by
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
Sponsored by
NASA/gODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
&
US AIR FORCE/SPACE DIVISION
User support and database management by
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
Date: Friday, October 28, 1988 Time: 10: 37:05 AM.
Execution mode: Batch Core Size: 20000 words
?fname 13, "DBT'
?fname 15, 'DICTIONARY. DAL"
?run=padmin 1,gLL
?dictionary/preadmin 1,gLL
The following ,_ords have not been defined.
$ acoustic atlantis chamber desp despun despun_sec dfnO00 dpa4
dsp_cone_int galileo gll g11_desp sec gll_dsp_cone ground jpl
jpl..aco ohm magnesium n12300 nitrogen pasadena protoflight
reverberant shuttle stiffeners ere-34 system_level
Welcome to Data Dictionary version 1.0
Dictionary > define $
$ > root of configuration tree
$ >
$
root of configuration tree
Dictionary > define acoustic
acoustic > acoustic
acoustic
acoustic
acoustic
Dictionary > list
Word $$$$ not found.
Dictionar_ > done
Word ATLANTIS
Word CHAMBER
Word DESP
Word DESPUN
Word DESPUN SEC
Word DFNOOO
Word DPA4
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
Word DSP CONE_INT not defined.
Word gALILEO not defined.
Word gLL not defined.
Word gLL DESP SEC not defined,
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WoPd dPL
Word JPL._ACO...CHM
Word MAGNESIUM
Word N12300
Word NITROGEN
Word PASADENA
Word PROTOFLIQHT
Word REVERBERANT
Word SHUTTLE
Word STIFFENERS
Word STS-34
Word QLL_DSP_CONE not defined.
Wocd GROUND not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
not defined.
Word SYSTEM_LEVEL not defined.
Leaving Data Dictionary.
?admin
ADMIN>save 1,GLL
One o_ more _ords have not been defined.
Data Dictionary must be updated before event can be saved.
Event not saved.
ADMIN>done
?run-event QLL all unit-1
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APPE_TD IX E
VAPEPS GLOBAL DATABASE REQUIREMENTS
This appendix contains (i) a VAPEPS Database Checklist and Request for
Supplemental Information, and (2) a VAPEPS Database Ouestionnaire
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V_EPS Database Checklist
and
Request for Supplemental Information
Section I of the following questionnaire is a checklist of information for
data being prepared for the VAPEPS database, but should also be considered
when preparing for the acoustic flight or ground test. Also included in the
list are items to consider when reviewing and analyzing the resulting data.
These questions pertain both to data stored at your local site and to data to
be submitted for inclusion in the VAPEPS global database stored at the VAPEPS
Management Center (VMC). The second part of this form specifically addresses
data sets that are to be included in the global VAPEPS database and requests
for supplemental information about each event.
Vibroacoustic data that i8 submitted to the VMC must be processed into
Acceleration Spectral Density form (either narrow band or i/nth octave band) .
The VMC cannot accept time history data or data recorded on analog tape due to
facility processing and manpower limitations. Data submitted to the VMC should
be written on standard 1/2 inch magnetic tape, 1600 bpi, ASCII format in fixed
block sizes and record lengths. Please specify the company name, data set
name, block sizes and record lengths on the tape.
The data should also be in VAPEPS ENTER processor format. The VAPEPS User's
Reference Manual has a complete description of the ENTER processor and the
VAPEPS Workshop User's Guide has an illustrative example to follow. You should
also review the section in the User's Manual on the PREP processor to
determine what additional information will be required by the VMC to process
the data set. Specifically, look at the descriptive information required by
the BOOK, CHANNEL, CONFIGURATION, and MODULES subprocessors within PREP.
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) models should be included with the data,
although they are not actually required to store the data. VMC personnel have
experience in SEA modeling and can assist in you in this area.
One of the VMC's main objectives as the VAPEPS database administrator is to
acquire, validate and maintain the global VAPEPS database. To assist in this
function, a VAPEPS Technical Review Committee will review each new data set
for accuracy, consistency of data formats and completeness. The supplemental
information requested by this form will assist the committee in understanding
and reviewing the data and will help to ensure that only valid information is
entered into the global database. In this manner, VAPEPS users in the payload
community can be assured that the integrity _f the shared database will be
maintained.
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VAPEPS DATABASE QUESTIONNAIRE
I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS - ACOUSTIC GROUND/FLIGHT TEST
I. Was the acoustic field diffuse? VAPEPS Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA)
models assume that the acoustic elements are reverberant spaces.
Was a turbulent boundary layer present? The VAPEPS software can model
turbulent boundary layers as progressive waves.
2. Were there sufficient microphones to adequately describe the acoustic
field and/or to control the test? Since VAPEPS uses statistical methods, a
large number of microphones are advantageous and will improve the statistical
quantities.
3. Were the microphones properly placed?
4. was there much spatial variation in the measured acoustic levels?
5. Were there sufficient numbers of accelerometers to adequately measure the
response of the test article? Again, since VAPEPS predictions are based
on statistical methods and averaging, the more measurements on a particular
structural element, the better.
6. Were the accelerometers installed or bonded properly?
7. Were gains, offsets, attenuations, etc., properly set and checked?
8. Was noise, distortion, or clipping a problem or consideration?
9. Were all the transducers properly and recently calibrated?
i0. was an end to end system calibration or check-out performed prior to the
test?
ii. Is the data stationary?
12. Was the data recorded for a sufficient period of time?
13. If digital analysis was used to pro Ju_e spectra:
a. was the sampling rate sufficient t_ _'.'_ii aliasing?
b. Were proper filtering/windowing te_hn=ques used?
c° VAPEPS converts all spectral data t_ i/7 octave bands. Were the test
analysis bandwidths appropriate for this?
14. Were there any anomalies or unusual c_::enses that may have influenced
the data?
15. Does test data compare well with VAPEPS SEA predictions (if a predicticn was
made)?
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If. REQUIRED INFORMATION
The objective of the VAPEPS database is to provide vibroacoustic data
which can be extrapolated to new configurations using the VAPEPS Extrap i,
Extrap II, or some other semi-empirical technique. All of these techniques
require some knowledge of the baseline data structure and acoustic levels.
As a minimum, the following must be included with data submitted
for inclusion in the VAPEPS database:
I. Is there a written report on the flight or test that can be released to
VMC personnel?
Please provide the following information if it is not included in the report:
2. Sketches or photographs of the facility or vehicle configuration showing
transducer locations and coordinate systems.
3. Sketches or photographs of the test article or payload showing transducer
locations and coordinate systems.
4. Drawings, sketches, or written description of the test article's
structural configuration. Is the structure a plate, cylinder, cone, beam,
truss, sphere, etc.?
Is it a simple uniform plate structure, or is the construction honeycomb,
composite, skin stringer, etc.?
What is the material?
5. What is the mass per unit area for each element for which vibroacoustic
data is provided?
6. What is the thickness of each element for which vibroacoustic data is
provided? In the case of honeycomb, provide thickness of each layer.
7. What is the equipment mass loading (mass per unit area)?
Where is the equipment located?
8. What are the dimensions (width, breadth, radius, etc.) of the structural
elements?
9. What are the edge conditions (baffled or unbaffled, free or supported)?
i0. What are the acoustic spectrum levels?
ii. Is the excitation one-sided or two-sided?
12. Descriptions or block diagrams of the measurement system including
transducers, recorders, analyzers, control systems, etc. (Manufacturer_
and model numbers are desirable, but not required).
13. A list of pertinent instrumentation characteristics such as frequency
responses, filter characteristizs, _ampling rates, etc.
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14. A brief description of how the test was controlled.
15. A brief description of the calibration procedures.
16. If digital analysis was used to produce the spectra, what were the number
of averages used?
17. What were the analyzer bandwidths used?
18. If spectral data were plotted in 1/3 octave bands, were the data analyzed
in:
a. 1/3 octave bandwidths?
b. Other bandwidths and then converted to 1/3 octave bands?
19 If converted to i/3 octave bands, what were the original bands?
20 What was the method of conversion?
21 Were "noise floor" spectra analyzed?
22 Were "noise floor" spectra plotted for comparison with data spectra?
23 Were the data signals examined for distortion and/or clipping?
24 Were the data considered stationary or steady state during the analysis
periods?
25. Were the test data compared with VAPEPS predictions?
If yes:
a. In general, how did the two compare?
b. If a comparison report was written, can your organization release
a copy of it to the VAPEPS Management Center?
26. If a finite element model of the test or flight article was developed,
zan your organization release the results if necessary?
27. Additional comments or information:
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Please forward this completed questionnaire, supplemental information
(reports, drawings, etc.) and tapes to:
VAPEPS Management Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MS 301-456
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109
NAME :
TITLE :
ORGANI ZAT ION :
ADDRESS :
PHONE :
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